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How to use MATRIX for skills development

MATRIX is an award-winning intelligent learning platform (ILP) for business. The platform 

is known for delivering a great user experience while incorporating all the essential tools 

companies need to support efficient training and learning.

MATRIX helps companies manage all training activities, such as creating and delivering 

training content, evaluating employee performance, training clients and partners, and selling 

online courses at a large scale.

MATRIX is a product of CYPHER LEARNING, a company that specializes in providing learning 

platforms for organizations around the world.

CYPHER LEARNING provides a similar LMS for use by entrepreneurs, called INDIE, and an LMS 

for use by schools and universities, called NEO. CYPHER LEARNING products are used by over 

20,000 organizations, have millions of users, and have won several awards.
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Today’s workplace is more competitive than ever, no matter the career field. To succeed, every 

employee needs to develop their cognitive, socio-emotional, technical, and digital skills. 
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The most important workplace skills

Cognitive skills  

These refer to the core skills that we use to think, learn, remember, reason, or pay 

attention. Each of these is responsible for processing information and includes 

abilities such as problem-solving, imagining, and reasoning. 

Strong cognitive skills help employees learn quickly, handle complex tasks, and 

be highly productive with less supervision. 

Social-emotional skills

Employees need to be able to show empathy, collaborate, work as a team, and 

communicate effectively. Having these skills allows them to connect easier with 

people from different backgrounds, and be more efficient at their jobs. 

At the same time, social intelligence refers to the ability to listen, receive feedback, or 

notice teammates’ emotions.
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Technical skills

Generally speaking, employers are looking for candidates who have basic 

technical skills. These can include creating a presentation, composing an email 

or other types of documents, and using the Internet. 

These fall under the category of hard skills and often require additional training, 

depending on the job requirements. 

Digital skills

Employees need to have a strong set of digital skills. These requirements are 

changing all the time to keep up with technological advances. 

In our digital era, it’s important to embrace technology and have an understanding 

of data security, cloud software, and collaborative digital tools, among others. 
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MATRIX helps trainers successfully deliver courses to both remote and on-site employees. 

Adaptive learning programs, automation, as well as gamification, contribute to creating a 

professional learning environment that supports skills development. 

Set training goals

Since each employee has different training goals and expectations, MATRIX can help them 

easily achieve them. Whether they want to get better at their current job or prepare for future 

responsibilities, they set goals that are either a set of competencies or a specific job. 

Employees get the chance to set their own goals, which makes them more likely to complete 

those training programs and improve their skills. 

How trainers promote skills development with MATRIX 
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Adaptive learning 

With adaptive learning, training courses can be personalized based on the previous actions of a 

learner. An adaptive learning platform is based on automation, so even modules, assessments, 

or learning paths can be personalized. 

When completing these courses, employees are more likely to engage with the information they 

are displayed and better retain information. 

Personalized recommendations  

Each employee working towards their goals will get personalized recommendations of courses 

to take or groups to enroll in. By taking all those recommendations or just the items that seem 

more appealing, employees get better at a job while completing a course they are interested in. 

Based on their course progress and mastery of competencies, those goals are constantly 

updated to keep up with their changing needs. 
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Custom learning journey

Since every learner is different, instructors need to make sure that their training programs cover 

all needs. With this feature, learners participate in tailored learning environments that add to the 

process of knowledge acquisition.

The learner dashboard is customized with modules. On top of that, learners are greeted with 

a personalized welcome message when they first enroll in a module and can reach individual 

training goals.
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Automation

Gamification

This is a powerful feature that triggers actions when learners complete certain activities in the 

platform. In its simplest form, automation is based on “if-then” sentences, however, it can also 

be complex.

For example, there is an option to send a custom message when a user enrolls in a group or 

when they have been inactive for a certain number of days. This way, learners don’t miss out on 

their training. 

Games are a fun and engaging way to make learners complete their courses. The spirit of 

competition contributes to better knowledge retention rates. 

Learners receive points and badges as they go through the course. The game leaderboard gives 

information on user progress and allows learners to get an insight into the ranking of other 

fellow colleagues. 
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Offline learning 

Collaboration tools 

This feature gives learners the freedom to 

complete their training modules anywhere, at 

any given time, even without Wi-Fi! 

There are certain situations or areas where 

learners can’t access the internet, but they can 

make sure to download the learning content 

beforehand and experience an uninterrupted 

learning process. 

Even when most of the training takes place online, collaboration is still important. Instant 

messaging tools and forums create a sense of community among learners. If employees have 

additional questions or require further explanation, they can easily get in touch with the trainer 

through the LMS messaging option. 

When part of a Q&A forum, they can interact with other like-minded individuals and get answers 

to their questions and acquire new skills in a practical way. 
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Instant feedback 

Mobile learning 

It’s always good to know whether or not you’re on the right track in the training process, and making 

progress in the right direction. 

With MATRIX, trainers can provide instant feedback to learners. Instead of waiting for an answer, 

your learners can see results right away. 

Mobile learning allows users to go through 

the courses at their own pace, using their 

preferred devices: their smartphones.

Since employees already spend a big amount 

of time on their phones, why not use that 

opportunity to provide training materials? 

Some benefits include increased productivity 

and engaging in a familiar learning 

environment, no matter the type of device. 
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Compliance

Compliance ensures that employees are taking required courses regularly. Instructors can also 

generate compliance reports with valuable completion information.

Compliance can be configured for courses. Learners see a compliance course widget on their 

dashboards and often feel more motivated to complete that course. 
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Skills development enables your employees to identify knowledge gaps and achieve their 

learning goals. With the right LMS, it is possible to boost employees’ confidence in their skills 

and make sure that they stick with your company. 

How MATRIX boosts skills development 

Flexible training 

No matter how effective traditional training programs are, they are a thing of the 

past. Online training supports consistency and motivation. Employees enjoy new 

roles and challenges but they require innovative learning platforms that offer the 

flexibility to learn whenever it’s most convenient for them. 

Flexible training also means that employees have the opportunity to skip 

content they’re already familiar with, and retake certain modules to deepen their 

knowledge if they deem necessary. 

Personalized recommendations 

Employees expect to be able to take courses that fit their needs and interests. 

Whether these are recommended courses to take or groups to enroll in and chat 

with like-minded individuals, their training experience will be improved. 

Personalized recommendations make learners more interested in the learning 

materials, which brings better outcomes. 
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Great for new hires 

When training new personnel, there is a lot of information that keeps repeating. 

Over time, onboarding new hires can become less rewarding for trainers, 

especially if they are delivering the same program in a conference room. 

The face-to-face onboarding sessions can be replaced by quick and effective 

online courses that employees can take at their own pace. Any questions can be 

addressed via the LMS communication tools or face-to-face. 

Lifelong learning 

Employees appreciate companies that invest in continuous training. It shows 

them that their careers are important and they matter as individuals.

MATRIX makes it easy to integrate training into employees’ daily routines without 

getting in the way of their productivity. For example, learners get access to micro 

courses such as short videos that they can watch even when they are busy.
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Skills development programs play an important role in showing employees that the company 

cares about them. MATRIX makes it easy to create professional online training programs that 

enhance employees’ learning experience and promote skills development through intelligent 

recommendations. For more details about MATRIX, please visit our website or contact us at  

info@cypherlearning.com.
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